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Desi Arnaz

It is hard to imagine that a Cuban-born singer could become a raging success by

pounding a drum and singing "babalu" at the top of his lungs, but that is exactly

what happened to Desi Arnaz. Almost everyone has heard of the television show I

Love Lucy that Desi produced with his wife, Lucille Ball. Desi and Lucy became

America's most beloved television stars.

Desi was born in Santiago de Cuba, Cuba, on March 2, 1917. His father became

the youngest mayor that his city ever had, and the family was wealthy.

Unfortunately, the family's security did not last long. Desi's family fled to Miami,

Florida, in 1933 because of political turmoil. The family worked at odd jobs to

make ends meet in their new country.

Desi found solace in his music. His formal career began in 1936 when he played guitar and percussion for a

Latin orchestra. He then decided to try his luck in a bigger place and moved to New York City. After studying

music there, he went back to Miami and formed his own band. He recorded his famous song, Babalu, in 1937,

and it became a hit. America loved the zesty Cuban's rich voice and lively drum accompaniment.

Desi discovered that Americans also liked his dark good looks, so he tried his talents in several movies in the

1940s. He managed to avoid being drafted for World War II because of a knee injury, but he found an unusual

way to serve his adopted country. He discovered that wounded soldiers always asked for glasses of cold milk.

Desi arranged for beautiful girls to give glasses of cold milk to injured soldiers. He was happy to serve his

country in a small way.

Desi's fervent patriotism stayed with him for his whole life. In his memoirs, he thanked the United States for

his success. He wrote, "I know of no other country in the world in which a sixteen-year-old kid, broke and unable

to speak the language, could reach the success that I have." Desi held to high standards in his work. He avoided

jokes that might hurt someone's feelings. He never tolerated any racist comments out of respect for American

values of equality and freedom for all.

Desi's best-loved role was as Ricky Ricardo in his show, I Love Lucy. His real wife, Lucy, starred with him as

his loony red-headed wife. This show became a national favorite from 1951 until 1957. Desi was a struggling

band leader, and Lucy played a housewife who badly wanted to have an acting career. Her desire for stardom was

matched only by her lack of talent. The producers originally thought that Americans would not like the Latin

flavor of the show. However, it became a raging success anyway, partly because of Desi and Lucy's endless antics.

Almost everyone has seen Lucy in some of her outrageous scenes. In one episode, she decided to work in a

chocolate factory while Ricky stays home and takes care of the house. Her job was to wrap candies as they went
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by on an assembly line. Poor Lucy! The mean supervisor made the candy go by faster and faster. To keep up,

Lucy stuffed her cheeks full of chocolate candy. Soon chocolate balls ended up in her shirt, her hat, and all over

the floor. Lucy lost her job, and Ricky decided to give her a present to make her feel better. But Lucy didn't feel

so well when she discovered that the present was a box of chocolate candy!

Besides riotous humor, the show also developed new production techniques. First of all, it was filmed before a

live audience. In addition, they used three or four cameras to film at the same time. Some people thought these

two new ways of filming were crazy. These ideas cost a lot of money to implement, so CBS asked Desi to take a

salary cut to compensate for it. Desi agreed. Soon Desilu became the world's largest television studio. Filming

before a live audience became standard for all sit-coms, and studios used several cameras for filming their

programs.

Another revolutionary event on I Love Lucy was Lucy's pregnancy. This subject may not seem unusual by

today's standards, but for the 1950s, it was bold and new. CBS told Desi, "You cannot show a pregnant woman on

television." Desi finally convinced the network that everything would work out, but they insisted that he could not

use the word "pregnant." Instead, Desi decided to say that she was expecting, but it came out as "spectin'" in his

Cuban accent. A young actor named Keith Thibodeaux played the couple's son, "Little Ricky."

At the end of his life, Desi lived in California where he made occasional television appearances. The cigarettes

he enjoyed all of his life caused his death from lung cancer at the age of 69. He had two stars on the Hollywood

Walk of Fame and will always be remembered for his contributions to motion pictures and television and for his

greatest hit, I Love Lucy. America will always love Lucy... and Desi, too.

Desi Arnaz

Questions

1. Where was Desi Arnaz born?

A. Cuba
B. Mexico
C. Spain
D. Portugal

2. Which word or phrase best describes Desi's attitude about the United States?

A. patriotic and grateful
B. homesick for Cuba
C. ambivalent
D. ungrateful

3. What was the name of Desi's character in I Love Lucy?

A. Ricky
B. Ernie
C. Desi
D. Fred
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4. Which innovative techniques did Desi use to film I Love Lucy?

A. a live audience and infrared cameras
B. a different sound system and 3-D
C. unique lighting and soundtracks
D. multiple cameras and a live audience

5. Desi and Lucy had high standards for their program.

A. true
B. false

6. Which instrument did Desi play to accompany Babalu?

A. banjo
B. piano
C. drum
D. guitar

7. Which subject caused some controversy in the I Love Lucy episodes?

A. Lucy's pregnancy
B. marriage to a Cuban
C. Lucy's desire for a career
D. Ricky's smoking habit

8. How many stars did Desi Arnaz have on the Hollywood Walk of Fame?

A. three
B. two
C. none
D. one
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Television programs of the 1950s were very different than programs today. If you have ever seen older T.V.

programs, describe at least three differences that you have noticed.

Don't stop writing. Use a blank piece of paper to continue.


